A new destructive effort is the use of stronger drills, which replaced the regular, the housing of the coin cage. We've people hacking in the spring when one repairman caught three people hacking, in those days at Ashdown. They were caught making fraudulent calls of about $50 each. And the phone company is sure that more calls are made than it finds out about.

When students returned in the fall, hacking resumed in full force only in Baker House. Phones were drilled, holes were left, tones were verified, and NET&T was bluffed. They balked. In November, they gave up.

Dear Mort,

This is to confirm our recent agreement concerning the removal of public telephone service on the second through the sixth floors of the Baker House, 362 Memorial Drive, Cambridge.

We regret stopping this service because of vandalism and fraudulent use, but our available repair personnel are no longer able to handle these troubles. As a precaution, we have been advised that the number of phone locations. But we can't afford to be kicked around like this.

There are no current plans for removal of phones from any other MIT dorms. However, there are extremely disturbing reports from Burton House. According to Vittoria, in line with the modernization of the decor, the company has installed two "panel type" phones, which look ultra-modern and cost $300 a piece. The third was stolen before it could be installed, and one of the two which were put in was stolen again about ten days ago. "We will probably replace those two phones. This time."

If the phone hackers keep it up, NET&T will not hesitate to pull every pay phone in existence. They mean business.
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